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General Changes 

• Introduced ability to track and record specific in-exercise actions taken by 

participants throughout an exercise.  This enables ATSsim to log significant 

or key actions taken for debug and future reports.  This change has no 

visible impact on the users of ATSsim and is merely capturing additional 

data during an exercise for use in the future. [ATSSIM 2823] 

Event Planning 

• Several updates were made to the Capabilities and Task page.  Added a 
description of the purpose of the page and what users should do when 
adding capabilities and tasks.  Also, updated the page to keep the Add 
Capability button pinned to the top of the page when multiple capabilities 
were being added. [ATSSIM-1527] 

• Several updates were made to the Training Objectives page.    When adding 
a new training objective, the Training Objective panel will default to no 
organizations selected, allowing the planners to select which organizations.  
Also, a Select All and Deselect All button when adding training objectives 
for multiple organizations. If the user selects an organization on the main 
page, then selects to add an objective for that organization, the 
organization will bill auto selected on the Add Training Objective panel. 
[ATSSIM-2831] 

• Added the ability to select and configure which optional metadata 
attributes should be made available in the event, instead of providing a list 
for the MSEL builder to pick from.  Now the planners can define which 
attributes could be used [ATSSIM-2899] 

Exercise Conduct 

• Fixed a defect that was not allowing a Facilitator to approve or deny a 
request from an observer to mark the Inject as Complete. The fix now 
allows a facilitator to approve/deny a request. [ATSSIM-2895] 

User Management 



• Fixed a defect that caused reset password email to never send to User 
when they requested their password to be reset. [ATSSIM-2779] 


